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ABSTRACT
Background
Coding of diagnoses is important for patient care, hospital management and research. However
coding accuracy is often poor and may reflect methods of coding. This study investigates the impact
of three alternative coding methods on the inaccuracy of diagnosis codes and hospital
reimbursement.

Methods:
Comparisons of coding inaccuracy were made between a list of coded diagnoses obtained by a coder
using (i)the discharge summary alone, (ii)case notes and discharge summary, and (iii)discharge
summary with the addition of medical input. For each method, inaccuracy was determined for the
primary, secondary diagnoses, Healthcare Resource Group (HRG) and estimated hospital
reimbursement. These data were then compared with a gold standard derived by a consultant and
coder.

Results:
107 consecutive patient discharges were analysed. Inaccuracy of diagnosis codes was highest when a
coder used the discharge summary alone, and decreased significantly when the coder used the case
notes (70% vs 58% respectively, p<0.0001) or coded from the discharge summary with medical
support (70% vs 60% respectively, p<0.0001). When compared with the gold standard, the
percentage of incorrect HRGs was 42% for discharge summary alone, 31% for coding with case notes,
and 35% for coding with medical support. The three coding methods resulted in an annual estimated
loss of hospital remuneration of between £1.8M and £16.5M.

Conclusion:

4

The accuracy of diagnosis codes and percentage of correct HRGs improved when coders used either
case notes or medical support in addition to the discharge summary. Further emphasis needs to be
placed on improving the standard of information recorded in discharge summaries.

KEYWORDS
Diagnosis, Data Accuracy, Clinical coding and Quality of health care
ABBREVIATIONS
HRG: Healthcare Resource Group
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MAIN TEXT
1. INTRODUCTION
In most health systems across the world, patient diagnoses are translated into suitable codes at
hospital discharge using a coding scheme such as ICD 10 [1,2], the most widely used terminology. The
resulting diagnosis codes are used by several organizations for differing purposes: (i) hospitals or
health insurers, to justify and receive financial remuneration (tariffs attributed according to the
Healthcare Resource Group (HRG) within UK and to the Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) throughout
other countries. HRG (or DRG) are clinically meaningful groups of diagnoses and interventions
considered as consuming similar levels of financial resources) [3], (ii) health systems, to monitor
disease outbreaks, report mortality and plan national strategies for improving the quality and safety
of healthcare (e.g. the Centre for Disease Control in USA) [4,5], (iii) companies, to measure doctor
and hospital performance (e.g. Dr Foster in the UK) [6 8], (iv) researchers, to carry out epidemiology
and health services research [9]. Despite the importance of recording accurate data, there remains
significant variation in the reported accuracy of diagnosis codes which can range from 51% to 98%
[10,11]. This may reflect differences in coding practices between hospitals.
There is significant variation in coding practice between countries and even hospitals in the same
health care system [12,13], with diagnoses being collected either through remote or point-of-care
coding. Remote coding is done entirely by dedicated coders, who are non-medical staff with strong
terminology skills, using discharge summaries with or without case notes [12]. The discharge
summary is often used as the sole source of information. While these are concise documents, they
can be written retrospectively due to time constraints and the information in summaries can be
inaccurate [14,15]. In contrast, the case notes contain in-depth prospectively recorded information.
However, this is often voluminous, disorganized and contains multiple abbreviations, making it
difficult for coders to extract the information they need [16]. Point-of-care coding is undertaken by
medical doctors and coders, usually from discharge summaries alone [12]. Since medical doctors
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often lack knowledge of coding terminology, coders usually check and complete the list of codes
generated by the doctor.
Despite the importance of accurately recording and coding discharge diagnoses, few studies [17 19]
have assessed the impact of varying methods of data capture on the accuracy of diagnosis codes. It
remains unclear if coders should refer to case notes and/or discharge summaries and whether and
how medical doctors should be involved. To address these questions, we conducted a prospective
study comparing the impact of three coding methods on the inaccuracy of diagnosis coding against a
gold standard (or criterion standard), and the consequent impact on calculated hospital
remuneration.

2.METHODS
2.1 Study design
This was a comparative study using data from a prospective cohort of consecutive patients
discharged from three adult respiratory wards at St James University Hospital Leeds during March
2015. Exclusion criteria included the absence of a primary respiratory diagnosis, a missing discharge
summary or an ambulatory patient attending for a day case procedure such as a bronchoscopy.
For each patient, we generated four lists of diagnosis codes (Table 1):
-

The gold standard list (or criterion standard). This was derived soon after discharge by the
doctor responsible for the care episode, working with a coder using the case notes

-

The remote coded list with case notes. This was derived by a coder using the paper case
notes in addition to the electronic discharge summaries

-

The remote coded list. This was derived by the coder using the electronic discharge
summary, which had been generated by junior doctors following discharge using a basic
template.
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-

The point of care coded list with doctor. This was derived by a doctor naïve to the case and
the coder using the electronic discharge summary alone

One author (RT) who did not participate in the coding process compared the four lists of codes for
each patient.
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Table 1: Definition of source of coding and personal involvement in code generation

Features

Materials

Case notes

Paper format

Discharge

Electronic basic template fill by junior doctors for all

summaries

patients in discharge.

Gold

Remote

Remote coding

Point of care

standard

coding

with case notes

coding with doctor

x

x
x

x

x

It includes the following sections:
- Administrative patient data
- Drug allergies and sensitivities
- Primary diagnosis/procedure and advice to GPs
- Information on medication
- Follow up arrangements
Persons

Coder

Individual (without medical knowledge) having the UK

involved in

National Clinical Coding Qualification, and 8 years of

coding

experience in coding
Coders

Two individuals (without medical knowledge) having

x

x

x

x
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the UK National Clinical Coding Qualification, and 8
years of experience in coding
Consultant

Responsible for the care episode

Consultant

Naïve to the care episode

x
x
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2.2 Generation of the four code lists for each patient
2.2.1 Generation of the gold standard list
First, the doctor
diagnoses for their patient using the case notes, test results and their knowledge about the patient.
These diagnoses were then converted into ICD 10 codes by the coder in the presence of the doctor.
Then, after reading the case notes alone, the coder suggested new or modified codes. The doctor
could then decide whether to accept the changes or not. The resulting list was taken as the gold
standard for each patient. During this process, the team was blinded to the contents of the discharge
summary.

2.2.2 Generation of remote coding with case notes
The coders used the case notes and electronic discharge summaries to generate this list during the
routine hospital coding process. Coders were blind to the three other code lists.

2.2.3 Remote coding with discharge summary and Point of care coding by coder and doctor with
electronic discharge summaries
A doctor naïve to the clinical case and the coder independently and simultaneously generated a list
of diagnoses from the anonymised discharge summary. The coder generated a list of codes from the
electronic discharge summary and converted them into ICD10 codes. This corresponds to the remote
coding with discharge summaries. Then, the doctor and coder compared their lists and generated a
complete list of codes that was taken as the point of care coding list. Anonymised discharge
summaries and a wash-out period of at least three weeks after the derivation of the gold standard
were used to reduce memory effects in the coder.
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2.3 Comparison of coding methods
For each patient, the remote coded list using discharge summary, remote coded list using case notes
and discharge summary and the point of care coding were compared to the gold standard.

The comparison of code accuracy for each method was undertaken by matching each ICD10 code at
the level of 3 or 4 characters, the ICD block title or clinical meaning alone (An example of ICD 10
structure and explanation of these terms is shown in Figure 1). Six categories of accuracy compared
to the gold standard coding were defined:
-

Accurate, if the same four ICD10 characters appeared on both lists

-

Partially accurate, if the same three ICD10 characters appeared

-

Inaccurate, if the codes appeared under same ICD10 block titles only

-

Seriously inaccurate, if codes had the same clinical meaning only

-

Missing code, if the gold standard codes were not present in the coded list

-

Wrong code, if a code was present in the list but not present in the gold standard list

Figure 1: ICD 10 structure. Example
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2.4 Analysis
2.4.1 Inaccuracy rate per patient
For each of the three coding methods, the inaccuracy rate per patient was measured for each of the
six categories of accuracy defined above. A global inaccuracy rate was also defined as follows:

Partially inaccurate codes Inaccurate codes Seriously inaccurate codes Missing codes Wrong codes
Accurate codes Partially inaccurate codes Inaccurate codes Seriously inaccurate codes Missing codes Wrong codes

Two kinds of inaccuracy were defined: the inaccuracy for all diagnoses, and the inaccuracy for the
primary diagnosis alone. For the primary diagnosis, we matched the primary diagnosis code from
each of the three lists with the gold standard primary diagnosis code. When no match was retrieved,
we investigated if the primary diagnosis code for each list matched the gold standard secondary
diagnosis code.

2.4.2 Calculation of hospital remuneration
For each of the four code lists and each patient stay we identified the HRG that best matched the list
of diagnosis codes using the NHS HRG4-2014-2015 Grouper [20]. This grouper is NHS software used
by coders for training them to calculate the HRG from a list of codes and demographics [20]. As the
grouper is limited to patients with less than 14 discharge diagnoses, we were only able to obtain the
HRG for 73 (68%) of the 107 patients. NHS tariff costs were then calculated using NHS tariff
information linking HRG and spell tariff [21]. For each coding method, we estimated the impact on
total hospital remuneration per year for a typical 125 000 inpatients, as:
-

no impact, i.e. when the incorrect HRG led to the same remuneration as the HRG based on
the gold standard
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-

loss of remuneration, i.e. when the incorrect HRG led to a lower remuneration than the HRG
based on the gold standard

-

incorrectly high remuneration, i.e. when the incorrect HRG led to a higher remuneration than
the HRG obtained using the gold standard

Results are presented with 95% confidence intervals. A p value of <0.05 was taken as significant
(Software used: R version 3.2.2).
The inaccuracy rate for all diagnosis codes were compared using the Wilcoxon test on paired data for
all diagnoses. Inaccuracy rates for primary diagnosis codes and differences in HRG were compared
using a McNemar test on paired data for primary diagnosis. The Bonferroni correction was used to
take account of multiple comparisons.

2.4.3 Qualitative analysis of coding errors
Where possible, we assessed the reasons for coding errors in each of the three lists, using comments
made by coders and doctor recorded during the coding process.

3. RESULTS
The initial patient cohort included 142 patients. Thirty-two patients were excluded because of a
missing discharge summary or no primary respiratory diagnosis. Data were analyzed for 107/110
(97%) cases. The delay in receiving case notes was too long for two patients and a breach in study
protocol occurred for one patient.
3.1 Coding inaccuracy
Inaccuracy rates are shown in table 2 for all patient diagnosis codes, and in table 3 for primary
diagnosis codes.
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3.1.2 All patient diagnosis codes (Table 2)
Remote coding using the discharge summary alone was more inaccurate than remote coding with
notes (70% vs 58% respectively, p < 0.0001) and point of care coding with a doctor (70% vs 60%
respectively, p < 0.0001). Most inaccuracies related to missing codes, which were approximately 10%
greater in remote coding using the discharge summary alone. There were no significant differences in
any category of inaccuracy between remote coding with case notes and point of care coding.

3.1.3 Primary diagnosis code (Table 3)
Remote coding using the discharge summary alone was more inaccurate than remote coding with
notes (65% vs 50% respectively, p < 0.002) and point of care coding with a doctor (65% vs 57%
respectively, p < 0.02).
The primary diagnosis failed to match the primary gold standard diagnosis code for 29% [20% to
38%], 22% [14% to 29%], or 22% [14% to 29%] of patients for remote coding with discharge
summary, remote coding with notes and point of care coding, respectively.
There were no significant differences in the inaccuracy of primary diagnosis codes between remote
coding with case notes and point of care coding.
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Table 2: Inaccuracy rate for combined primary and secondary diagnosis codes for the three coding methods compared with the gold standard
Remote coding

Remote coding

Point of care

Remote coding

Remote coding

Remote coding with

(%)

with case notes

coding with

versus

versus

case notes

(%)

doctor

Remote coding

Point of care

versus

(%)

with case notes

coding with doctor

Point of care coding

(p value)

(p value)

with doctor
(p value)

Accurate
(same 4 digits)
Partially Inaccurate
(same 3 digits)
Inaccurate
(same block title)
Seriously inaccurate
(clinical

connection

30%

42%

40%

[27 to 33]

[39 to 45]

[37 to 43]

6%

5%

5%

[5 to 8]

[3 to 6]

[4 to 6]

4%

3%

4%

[2 to 5]

[2 to 5]

[2 to 5]

3%

3%

3%

[2 to 5]

[2 to 4]

[2 to 5]

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

1

0.01

0.06

0.8

1

1

1

1

1

1

only)
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Missing

Wrong

52%

41%

41%

[48 to 55]

[38 to 44]

[38 to 44]

5%

6%

7%

[3 to 7]

[4 to 8]

[5 to 9]

< 0.0001

< 0.0001

1

0.9

0.02

0.8
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Table 3 : Inaccuracy rate for primary diagnosis code for the three coding methods compared with the gold standard
Remote coding

Remote coding

Point of care

Remote coding

Remote coding

Remote coding

(%)

with case notes

coding with

versus

versus

with case notes

(%)

doctor

Remote coding

Point of care

versus

(%)

with case notes

coding with doctor

Point of care

(p value)

(p value)

coding with doctor
(p value)

Match with

Accurate

the gold

(same 4 digits)

standard

Partially Inaccurate

primary

(same 3 digits)

diagnosis

Inaccurate

code

(same block title)
Seriously inaccurate
(clinical

connection

35%

50%

43%

[26 to 44]

[41 to 60]

[34 to 52]

10%

7%

11%

[5 to 16]

[2 to 11]

[5 to 17]

21%

19%

20%

[14 to 29]

[12 to 27]

[13 to 28]

5%

2%

4%

[1 to 9]

[0 to 4]

[0 to 7]

0.002

0.02

0.3

1

1

0.4

1

1

1

1

1

1

only)
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Match with

Accurate

one of the

(same 4 digits)

gold

Partially Inaccurate

standard

(same 3 digits)

secondary

Inaccurate

diagnosis

(same block title)

codes

Seriously inaccurate
(clinical

connection

14%

9%

12%

[7 to 21]

[4 to 15]

[6 to 18]

2%

2%

1%

[0 to 4]

[0 to 4]

[0 to 3]

3%

2%

2%

[0 to 6]

[0 to 4]

[0 to 4]

3%

4%

2%

[0 to 6]

[0 to 7]

[0 to 4]

7%

5%

5%

[2 to 12]

[1 to 9]

[1 to 9]

0.5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.7

1

only)
No match
with the

Wrong

gold
standard
diagnosis
codes
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3.2 Impact on estimated hospital remuneration
When compared with the gold standard, the percentage of incorrect HRGs was 42% for remote
coding, 31% for remote coding with case notes, and 35% for point of care coding, respectively. No
significant difference was found between the three methods of coding (Table 4).

Scaling these figures up to a typical large teaching hospital with 125 thousand inpatient discharges
per year, the three methods of coding led to an estimated loss of remuneration per year of £16.5M
for remote coding from discharge summaries alone, £1.8M for remote coding with case notes, and
£15.4M for point of care coding. The loss of remuneration was less for remote coding with case notes
because the loss was compensated by an incorrectly high remuneration for some patients having an
incorrect HRG (Table 4).
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Table 4: Impact of coding on Health Resource Groups (HRG) and hospital remuneration predicted by year (125 000 inpatients by year [36])
Remote coding

Remote coding with case notes

Percentage of

Impact on

Percentage of

Impact on

Percentage of

Impact on

incorrect HRGs

hospital

incorrect HRGs

hospital

incorrect HRGs

hospital

(%)

remuneration

(%)

remuneration

(%)

remuneration

predicted by year

Incorrect HRGs (%) leading to correct

Point of care coding with doctor

predicted by

predicted by

year

year

1% [0 to 4]

0£

0%

0£

1% [0 to 4]

0£

16% [8 to 25]

+£13.1M

16% [8 to 25]

+£21.5M

12% [5 to 20]

+£10.1M

25% [15 to 35]

-£29.6M

15% [7 to 23]

-£23.3M

22% [12 to 31]

-£25.5M

42% [31 to 54]

-£16.5M£

31% [21 to 42]

-£1.8M

35% [25 to 47]

-£15.4M

remuneration (£)
Incorrect HRGs (%) leading to incorrect
high remuneration (£)
Incorrect HRGs (%) leading to incorrect
low remuneration (£)
Incorrect HRGs in total (%) impacting
on remuneration (£)
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3.3 Subjective feedback from the doctors and coders
The inaccuracy of remote coding from discharge summaries appears to be related to the lack of
medical knowledge in the coders, leading to difficulty in deducing the diagnoses from, for example,
the drug c

F

results clearly indicating this were written in the discharge summary (Table 5).
The inaccuracy of remote coding with case notes seems to be related to the inability of the coder to
judge if a given diagnosis within several diagnoses is relevant enough to be coded, again because of
their lack of medical knowledge. Further explanations are their lack of training in medical reasoning,
leading to variable interpretation of medical terms, and difficulty managing the paper notes, which
are voluminous and difficult to read.
Inaccuracies in the point of care coding by the doctor seem to be related to the doctor
involvement in the care process, which makes it harder for them to know if the diagnoses were
relevant enough to be coded, and by ambiguity in the discharge summaries. For example, we noted a
lack of accurate or sufficiently detailed diagnoses, a mix between past and current diagnoses, and the
presence of queries in the list of diagnoses.
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Table 5: Subjective feedback from the doctors and coders. Reasons for coding errors according to the coding method (n= number of reasons that were
documented in total)
Problems

Remote

Remote

Point of carer

related to

coding

coding with

coding with

(n=186)

notes (n=99)

doctor

Example of errors

(n=41)
No

Relevance

8.5%

29.5%

41.5%

involvement

Coder coded personal history of infectious and parasitic diseases
(Z86.1), because he thought it was relevant for the patient

in the care
process
Medical

Symptoms

2.5%

15%

7.5%

reasoning

Coder coded hallucination (R44.3) and disorientation (R41.0)
instead of the diagnosis delirium (F05.9)

Interpretation

35%

20%

-

Coder coded lobar pneumoniae (J18.1) instead of pneumonia
J

X
“

Drug chart

32.5%

-

17%

C

E
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summary, because it could only be deduced from drug chart
(treatment by statins)
Content of

Inaccurate

documents

description in

2%

10%

10%

Coder coded left ventricular failure (I50.1) instead of left
ventricular hypertrophy (I51.7), because of a misunderstanding
LVH

notes or

Coder and doctor both coded bladder disorder (N32.9) instead

discharge

C

summary

written in the discharge summary
Past and

6%

16.5%

22%

)

current
diagnosis
Hypotheses

Coder and doctor both coded stroke (I64) instead of history of

summary
4%

-

2%

Coder code lobar pneumoniae (J18.1) instead of pneumonia due
J

summary
ICD 10

Coding

-

9%

-

Coder coded obesity (E66.8) and sleep apnoea (G47.3) instead of

24

knowledge

terminology
E

Other

Forgetting

9.5%

-

-

Coder forget to code recurrent depressive disorder (F33.3)
whereas it was written in the document
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4. DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study investigating the impact of various professional roles (coder
or doctor) and sources of data (notes or discharge summaries) on the inaccuracy of coding discharge
diagnoses and resulting impact on hospital remuneration. Despite the heterogeneity of coding
practices between countries, and between hospitals within the same country, there have been no
studies establishing best practice for coding discharge diagnoses. In our study the highest diagnosis
code inaccuracy occurred when coding was done by coders alone using the hospital discharge
summary as their only source of information. Inaccuracy was decreased by the addition of a doctor
input and when coders used a combination of the case notes and discharge summary. Either of these
changes resulted in a 10% absolute decrease in coding inaccuracy for all diagnoses, and an 8% to 15%
absolute decrease for the primary diagnosis codes. The use of case notes also minimized the
percentage of incorrect HRGs at 31%. The three methods of coding led to a loss of remuneration to
the hospital estimated at between £1.8M and £16.5M.

The main strengths of our study are that we used a rigorous sequential sampling methodology for
recruiting participants, a well-defined gold standard resulting from an appropriately multidisciplinary
process, and an objective comparison process. Our study was carried out using predefined rigorous
methodology [22] which included consecutive cases (only 2.7% of patients were omitted), clear
determination of the gold standard list of diagnosis codes, generation of three independent
diagnostic lists corresponding to the three coding practices, an objective measurement of diagnostic
inaccuracy using ICD-10 codes compared by a person not involved in the generation of the lists using
a 6-item taxonomy, and an objective calculation of the impact on remuneration using the NHS
approved HRG4 Grouper [20].
Our study has acknowledged limitations. Firstly, bias may have occurred through the use of different
coders to generate the remote coding from case notes than for the three other lists [33]. ICD 10
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complexity may lead to inter-rater variability between different coders [34,35], and intra-rater
[33]. Whilst this methodology was
used to enhance time efficiency and to avoid memory effects in the coder allocating the gold
standard list of diagnosis codes, we also limited this bias by involving coders in the same coding
department with similar coding experience. The greater accuracy shown by coders from case notes
compared to coders from discharge summaries, would support this view. A second bias may have
ICD

D

patient diagnoses using medical, not ICD 10, terms. This gap between medical thinking and ICD 10
terminology [33] was bridged by the use of a trained coder, who translated medical terms into
appropriate ICD 10 terms. Third, our study was conducted solely on three respiratory wards in one
large UK teaching hospital, and over a one month period. Although our respiratory cohort had
significant comorbidities (a mean of 12 diagnoses per patient), it is likely to reflect general medicine
patients in their complexity. However, further studies in other hospitals and across differing
specialities and time periods should be conducted to confirm our results.
A few studies have assessed the inaccuracy of clinical coding practices [17 19]. Some of these
reported higher errors in HRG with the use of discharge summaries [17]. Others reported lower
inaccuracy rates with point of care coding with a doctor compared to remote coding [18]. However,
all these studies suffered from one or more serious methodological issues, specifically: (i) the
robustness of the gold standard was low [17], (ii) the samples were too small [17], (iii) too many
patients were omitted, leading to suspicion of selection bias [18], (iv) the conclusions were based on
HRG change (not on the inaccuracy of discharge diagnoses) [17], and (v) some studies focused on
only one diagnosis [17]. In addition, these studies focused on either the documents that should be
used (discharge summaries or notes) [17,19] or on who should be involved in coding (coder or
doctor) [18]. No study directly compared remote coding with or without notes and point of care
coding with a doctor against a robust gold standard in the same cohort of sequential patients, as we
have.
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Our results objectively demonstrate that diagnostic coding of inpatients requires both clinical and
ICD 10 terminology knowledge. Remote coding by the coder alone from discharge summaries leads
to higher inaccuracy, probably because interpretation of the patient data in discharge summaries
was often influenced by the

lack of medical knowledge. We have shown that this can be

offset by the use the case records, which contain more detailed and explicit patient data, or the
addition of medical input to interpret and make explicit unclear data in discharge summaries. Pointof-care coding with a doctor using discharge summaries was significantly quicker than remote coding
with notes, taking approximately 5 minutes and 30 minutes per patient, respectively, according to
our estimate. Because of the study context, we were not able to measure the exact time for each
method. Indeed, the study was undertaken during the working time of consultants and coders, and
s

during the process of coding. While the addition of a medical input to analyse the

discharge summary generates additional costs, improving the quality, accuracy and content of the
discharge summary at source is likely to be cost effective. More accurate discharge summaries could
be used by coders to translate the medical terminology into ICD 10 codes. Writing more accurate,
explicit discharge summaries is not time wasting for doctors, since it would also impact on improving
patient management, safety of care, hospital remuneration [23] and decrease the risk of
rehospitalization [24]. Alternatively, medical time could be saved using automatic completion of
discharge summaries from templates or electronic care records [25 28], allowing more accurate and
time-efficient summaries to be generated at the time of discharge [29 32].

5. CONCLUSION
Our results report disappointingly high inaccuracy in diagnostic coding, the main source of data used
for hospital funding, research (Hospital Episode Statistics), and quality improvement (e.g. hospital
standardised mortality rates). The diagnostic inaccuracy was highest (70%) when we restricted the
coders to using the discharge summary only, a common scenario in many hospitals across the globe.
28

However, when doctors unfamiliar with the patients used the same summary, they were able to
restore the inaccuracy to the baseline of around 60%. This suggests that the necessary patient data
were actually present in the summary but not in a format that non-medical coders could interpret to
assemble a complete list of coded diagnoses. This could be solved either by hospital doctors
spending more time writing the discharge summary, or by electronic patient records harvesting
diagnoses prospectively from progress notes, lab reports etc. during the inpatient stay. The resulting
increase in hospital reimbursement would more than cover the costs of implementing such digital
record and summary writing systems.
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